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System description

Single LED-LINES ( max. 56 single LED-DOTS on ribbon cable ) are fixed 
with stainless steel clamps on a stainless steel mesh with rope-Ø 2,0mm.
The mesh width can vary between 60 and 300mm. The size of the X-LED 
MESH is not limited, because several mesh parts can be connected smoothly
together.
The X-LED MESH needs on all sides a linear fixation. This fixation can be 
realized by a solid round tube structure or border cables with regular fixing 
points. For the design of the sub-structure wind loads, snow loads, self-weight 
of the material and an internal stress of the stainless steel mesh of approx. 
0,4 kN per running meter has to be considered.
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System architecture
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Control protocol:        DMX 512 ( DIN56930 / USITT-Standard )

Operating voltage:     12 VDC

power consumption:   max. 0,95 W / LED-DOT



Power supply units
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X-LED LINE 7.5
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Questionary
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Which scope of supply is requested ? 

Planning  ( substructure, quantity determination, etc. ) 

Static calculation ( mesh forces, wind loads, design of substructure ) 

Assembly or supervision 
( complete

 
assembly of the X-LED MESH and substructure or

 
only instruction

 
and

 

supervision on site
 

)
 

Electrification
 

( not part of our services, execution by local electrician
 

)
 

Bringing into service
 

( instruction and hand over of X-LED system
 

)
 

 

Which dimensions of X-LED are requested ?
 

Height
 

x width
 

 

Which content should be shown with X-LED

 

?

 

Color dynamic illumination (

 

of buildings, areas, rooms, ceilings, etc.)

 

Text

 

or graphic

 

Video and animation

 
 

How far is the average distance to the X-LED installation

 

( in meter )

 

?

 
 

Where is

 

X-LED installed

 

?

 

Indoor or outdoor

 

Horizontal ( e.g. 

 

light ceiling

 

)

 

or vertical ( e.g. façade cladding

 

)

 

Geographical location

 

( evaluation of wind-

 

or snow loads, temperature influences

 

)

 
 

Are there geometrical

 

specialties ?

 

Curved areas, 3-dimensional

 

shapes, partial areas or

 

cut-outs.

 
 

Accessibility

 

to assembly site

 

Cherry picker, scaffolding, moving facade platform,

 

façade walkway, etc.

 
 

Properties of assembly site

 

Reinforced concrete, steel beams, external thermal composite insulation system, etc.

 



Services
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X-LED MESH 7.5 scope of supply:
- stainless steel wire mesh ( rope-Ø 2,0mm )
- stainless steel clamps to fix LED-LINES on the wire mesh
- LED-LINES  ( LED-DOTS on ribbon cable assembled )
- power supply units ( PS… )
- control unit ( VMC )

Additional services:
( prices for below mentioned services on request )

Planning: 
- system configuration
- mesh size
- Mapping LED-DOTS
- connection details
- quantity determination

Static analysis:
- steel wire mesh and rope forces
- design of sub-structure

Supervision on site:
- support of local fitter regarding X-LED installation

Assembly:
- assembling of X-LED and bringing into service
- Design and programming of contents

Not included in Carl Stahl offers:
( we will be happy to support you regarding below mentioned services )

- Approvals and permissions from building authority

- Electrification

- Housing (cabin) for hardware components

- Scaffolding, cherry pickers, cranes

- Storage of material on site ( lockable container )



Resolution

Illumination

Resolution:
Depends on the requested brightness
and uniformity

Lettering

Resolution:
Min. 24 pixel in the height, width depends 
on length of lettering

Pictures, video, animation

Resolution:
Format   4:3 = 150 x 200 pixel
Format 16:9 = 150 x 270 pixel
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Viewing distance

optim
aler Abstand

optim
um distance

pixel pitch / 
mesh width

The optimum distance to the screen is to switch the mesh width
in millimeter into distance in meter, that means in case of a mesh
width of 90mm an optimum distance of 90 mtr.
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Configuration
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Number of mesh ferrules comply 
with number of LED-DOTS.

Close-meshed net fitted with LED-spots 
partially.

According to the resolution requirements 
the assembly of the LED-spots can be 
different within the same area.



Angle of radiation / color / output
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Angle of radiation:  40° lateral x 100° longitudinal

Color:                        R, G, B - 14 bit native (16,5 Mio. colors )

Light output:            7,5 cd / LED-DOT



Light dome
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Material:               Polycarbonate
Haze:                      99 %
Transmission:       67,5 %
Diffusion (DLD):    47,1

R16,6

1,
5

27
1
2



Transparency
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X-TEND CXE, rope-Ø 2mm, 

mesh width in mm

Weight X-LED pro m² in kg

Number of LED's per m²

Transparency X-LED in % 88
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1,74
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Sub-structure / assembly
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Several mesh stripes can be fixed together without any visible seam.
This allows an easy installation of huge areas. After assembly of the 
stainless steel mesh, the LED-DOTS can be fixed with a stainless steel
clamp by hand.



Sub-structure / handling
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X-TEND CXE, rope-Ø 2mm, 

mesh width in mm

Weight X-LED pro m² in kg

Number of LED's per m²

Transparency X-LED in % 88

80

1,74

120

90 92 93 9471 76 81 84 86

59 45 36 29321 236 180 143 115

1,4 1,15 1,01 0,95 3,93 3,2 2,7 2,27

140 160 180 20060 70 80 90 100

 = 20 m²

- Low self-weight
- Easy handling on scaffolding and cherry picker.
- Space-saving delivery
- Short assembly time



Warranty

Warranty period on functionality for designated use: 5 years

All LED-DOTS have to run during acceptance. Within the warranty

period 0,3 % of the LED-DOTS could turn out. This failure is no claim for

warranty. The replacement of several LED-DOTS is possible.
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Certificates
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Certification: ISO 9001:2008, CE, FCC, RoHS, WEE



3D shapes
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Sub-structure / details
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Sub-structure / options
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Sub-structure / options
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Sub-structure / options
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Sub-structure / options
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Sub-structure / options
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Sub-structure / options
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x-led@carlstahl.com
Phone: +49(0)7162 / 4007-2620

Fax:     +  49(0)7162 / 4007-8840

Carl Stahl GmbH, Süssen, 2012
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